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• While analyzing Grand View’s turnover data, I noticed 

that Grand View paid out 3057 hours (1.47 FTEs) of 

productive overtime for Certified Nursing Assistants 

(CNAs) in 2014. I had also heard the Dietary Manager 

reporting at many morning meeting that she had to come 

in and fill in for call-ins over the weekend. 

• During my nursing rotation, I heard staff complaining 

about being mandated to stay after their shift or come in 

early when there was a call-in.

• Because of these observations, I decided to brainstorm a 

way to reduce overtime and fill shifts without mandating 

staff to stay late or come in early.

Goals/Purpose
• Incentivize staff to pick up open shifts last minute

• Reduce/prevent mandating staff to cover call-ins

• Provide residents with “fresh staff”

• Reduce/prevent overtime accrual caused by call-ins.
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• Nurses were not motivated by the $20 & $30 incentives. Since 

nurses make more money than CNAs, they might need a higher 

incentive. On the other hand, they may not be motivated by money 

at all.

• I recommend that the Scheduler uses a free texting app. on Grand 

View’s tablet to organize contacts according to shift and full-time, 

part-time, or on-call status. Then, when there is a call-in, she can 

quickly send a text to the appropriate group and offer the gas 

incentive. The quickest one to reply will be the one to receive the 

bonus.

• This idea would make the Scheduler’s job more efficient. Currently, 

the scheduler is using a very old “slider” cell phone and she has to 

select all the people she wants to send texts to. The free texting app 

would also allow her to text from her computer or tablet.

It was expected that staff would earn the gas incentives most 

frequently on Fridays and Saturdays. Figure 3 shows our 

assumption was incorrect. Saturday had the highest number of 

incentives, with Monday and Tuesday tied for second.

Figure 4 below shows CNA productive overtime hours by shift 

and compares 2014 to 2015. Results indicate that PM & night 

shift (NOC) overtime decreased from 2014 to 2015, but AM 

overtime increased. Consequently, most AM CNAs work full-time 

and earn overtime more easily. This data also shows that PM 

shifts were filled without causing as much overtime and NOC staff 

weren’t mandated to cover call-ins as much in 2015.
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CNA & Dietary Assistant Gas Incentives 

Earned by Shift

PM Shift AM Shift

Determined how much Grand View Care Center paid in 
productive overtime

Calculated & brainstormed different scenarios to 
determine under which circumstances Grand 
View should pay out a gas incentive

Determined what monetary amount would 
motivate staff ($20 on weekdays; $30 Friday-
Sunday), yet still be financially feasible for 
Grand View

Costed out the savings that could occur if 
Grand View paid an incentive to employees 
that picked up a shift without accruing 
overtime (see Figure 1 below)

Used historical call-in data from old CNA 
schedules to predict amount of future call ins 
and when they might occur (e.g. shift, time of 
year, and weekend or weekday)

Designed Gas Incentive Policy; presented idea to 
the Administrator, DON, Scheduler, Nurse 
Manager, and Office Supervisor; got approval and 
published policy for staff to see

Analyzed results at the end of January and was given 
approval to continue gas incentive program/policy

Grand View rolled out the new Gas Incentive on 
November 2nd, 2015. I analyzed the results at the end of 
January to get a quarterly measure.

There were 35 gas incentives given out during that period 
(25 given to CNAs and 10 to Dietary Assistants/Cooks). 

Cost of incentives: $785

If those shifts would have been filled by mandating CNAs 
to stay late or come in early (earning overtime) or by the 
Dietary Manager filling in for her staff, they would have 
cost Grand View $1,862

Therefore, Grand View essentially saved $1,077 (about 
1% of Grand View’s budgeted Net Income)

Additionally, CNA productive overtime hours went down 
from 2014 to 2015 by 237 hours.

All but one of the gas incentives given to CNA and Dietary 
personnel were earned by the PM shift (see Figure 2)

This corresponds to the payroll data that shows PM CNA 
productive overtime decreased by 145 hours from 2014 to 
2015 

Unfortunately, Grand View’s payroll codes are not separate 
for AM and PM Dietary personnel, so I was unable to 
calculate differences in OT by shift for the Dietary 
department

~Saved Grand View 
about $1,000 in the first 
the first quarter

~Showed appreciation 
to staff for picking up 
shifts last minute

~Resulted in less 
“mandating” staff to 
come in early or stay 
late 

~Provided residents 
with “fresh” staff. 

~Full-time staff don’t 
qualify for gas incentive 
(they’d accrue overtime 
by picking up shifts)

~Recently, many staff 
aren’t motivated by gas 
incentive because they 
have been picking up 
so much lately and are 
burnt out

Conclusions

Results
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